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Letter of Support 2 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Plans, drawings, and/or models which clearly describe the scale of the project 
Site plan, renderings, elevations, and isometric drawings (as applicable) 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 



 

Photographs of the proposed project location and the adjacent uses/surroundings 

 



 

 



 

 



 

Description or samples of materials and colors to be used 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Description of Design/Completion Process (planned or as occurred) 

 
ExteNet is prepared to begin constructing this small cell within a week of the City’s required permits being obtained.  Installation should last no 

longer than 30 days total. Traffic and parking disruptions will be minimal, as work will be completed in phases to minimize impact. The sidewalk 

where the pole is located will not need to be closed. The traffic lane closest to the sidewalk will require a partial closure, and ExteNet will work with 

the City and PennDOT to arrange the safest and least obtrusive solution 

 

Prospective Budget 
 

 

 Pole Cost= $27,000 

 Civil Construction = $24,000 
 

Total Cost= $51,000 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



December 27, 2021 

Public Art & Civic Design Division 
City of Pittsburgh, Department of City Planning 
200 Ross St., 4th Floor 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
pacd@pittsburghpa.gov   

Re: Supplement to the ExteNet Systems, Inc. (“ExteNet”) Art District Application and 
Presentation to the Arts Commission (the “Commission”) with regard to ExetNet’s small 
cell dual acorn streetlight replacement at Forbes Ave. and Wood St, [PIT_Triangle_SC_19] 
within the City of Pittsburgh, Right-of-Way (the “Streetlight Modification”).  

Dear Commissioners: 

This letter shall serve as a supplement to ExteNet’s Application and Presentation to the Commission for 
the deviation from the City’s design standards for its Streetlight Modification. 

ExteNet’s request is for the Commission to grant a one-time deviation to accommodate our customer’s 
required equipment.    Please note that the Streetlight Modification accommodates both the 4G and 5G 
equipment of our carrier customer, eliminating the need for separate installations in the designated area in 
order to accommodate our customers required equipment and to provided enhanced wireless services within 
the area. 

At this time, ExteNet does not have any requests for this type of installation by any of its customers, which 
would necessitate a variance from the design standards. 

We appreciate your attention to this matter.  Please confirm that this matter will be placed on the Arts 
Commission Agenda for its next scheduled meeting on January 26, 2021. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Rooney 

Linda Rooney, 
Senior Counsel, Legal and Regulatory 

mailto:pacd@pittsburghpa.gov
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Site Name: PIT_Triangle_SC_19

Approximate Address: the Right-Of-Way at 472 Wood Street

ExteNet : Enhancing 

Pittsburgh’s Wireless Networks
Existing Site Upgrade / Small Cell Installation
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Who Extenet Is: 
ExteNet Systems Inc. was founded in 2002 and is a leader in distributed wireless and wired 

telecommunications solutions. They currently have over 600 distributed networks in operation across 

North America that serve AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, Fortune 100 enterprises, and the U.S. 

Federal Government to bring 4GLTE and now 5G services to some of the most prominent venues and 

metro areas in the country. 

A portion of the important work they do is to strategize with wireless service providers to design, 

construct, and operate solutions that meet or exceed requirements for system coverage and performance 

in areas where the availability or efficacy of traditional commercial cell towers might be limited. One of 

the options to help the public enjoy increased network coverage and capacity is to build infrastructure 

called Small Cells in areas where networks are struggling. ExteNet owns the small cell and makes the 

structure available to all of the carriers to utilize. This unique approach benefits the public in two ways: 

first, ExteNet provides a solution for network enhancement that wasn’t available in the area previously, 

and second, only one small cell is constructed that can be shared, instead of one small cell needing to be 

built for each carrier.
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About ExteNet Systems:

The purpose of this project is to improve 4G coverage and add 5G service in the downtown Pittsburgh area. 

The problem ExteNet is solving with this new small cell is twofold:

First, the tall buildings that make up the beautiful Pittsburgh skyline can prevent the signal from existing sources to provide the required 

coverage in some areas. The signal must reach a device in order to use the service. Situations where you have “no bars” or a call drops are 

indicative of having less-than-optimal network coverage. 

Second,  the demand for data has grown exponentially. People are using huge amounts of data by streaming music and movies, having video 

conference meetings, and relying on GPS to navigate. Additionally, this demand is multiplied further by the sheer number of devices per 

person, like smartphones, tablets, and smart watches. This explosive demand puts stress on the capacity of the network. Capacity relates to 

the number of users who can use the network to access data, and how quickly that data can be delivered to their device. If you’ve ever been in 

a situation where could not get a web page or app to load despite having “full bars”, you have experienced an instance of less-than-optimal 

network capacity.
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The Two-Part Problem: 
1.) Architecture in Downtown Pittsburgh limits network coverage. 

2.) Increased demand for data challenges limited network capacity.
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Whats the Solution?

The solution is to construct a small cell in the area of the network that requires support. A small cell 
improves coverage because the signal is closer to users to avoid being blocked by tall buildings and 
improves capacity because  it is designed to serve a small area, making it much less likely that the 
network will get overwhelmed by demand. Small cells also will improve network service for 
Pittsburgh first responders across a broad range of emergency situations from the police 
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What is a Small Cell?

Generally, a small cell is composed of a small, low power antenna and electrical equipment, and are 
attached to a structure like a utility pole or streetlight. The structure could be brand-new, or an 
existing utility pole or streetlight could be removed and replaced in the same location. In order for 
them to function, they need to be connected to the electrical and  fiber service already installed 
underground. They occupy less space and are significantly less intrusive than a traditional cell tower. 
The final location and appearance of a small cell is influenced heavily by the surrounding area’s 
aesthetics and the city’s guidelines.



The Proposed Location

The Tower at PNC Plaza This small cell is proposed on Forbes Avenue along the south side of the Tower at PNC Plaza. 
This specific spot was chosen because network performance analytics clearly showed an ongoing issue with coverage and 
capacity along Forbes and Wood streets in this exact area. 
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Network Propagation Maps

A Tool to Help Pinpoint Areas of Network Stress- A propagation map illustrates a model of coverage showing an approximation of 
network signal strength. When someone makes a call or sends a text, data like whether the call was dropped or if the text failed to send 
is stored and analyzed by carriers. In the image on the left, you can see the quality of network coverage and capacity represented by 
different areas of color. The areas with inadequate coverage and or capacity are represented by dark purple, blue, and red, and are the 
reason this area was chosen for the installation. With the addition of the proposed small cell, you can see that network quality in the 
immediate area and surrounding blocks of the Forbes Avenue and Wood Street corridors are changed to a solid circular area of 
improved coverage represented by the color orange
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Current Map With No 

Small Cell

Map With Small Cell 

Installed



What Will it Look Like?
The new pole will be metal powder dipped black and consist of a 4G and 5G antenna within a matching shroud covering mounted to the top of the pole. 
Two streetlights will be added that match the streetlights in the surrounding area, and one set of banner arms and parking signage on the existing pole 
will be transferred to the new pole. The pedestal at the base will conceal power equipment, and all cabling will be run inside the pole itself as to not be 
visible from the outside. The existing pole is slightly taller than 18’, and the height of the overall proposed pole will be 24’. The City of Pittsburgh has 
published extensive placement and design guidelines for small cell equipment, and the design proposed meets all of the requirements and 
specifications.
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Front View Side View Photo Simulation
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What is the Plan for 

Installation?

What is the Plan for 

Installation?
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Presented By:

Paul Whitley– Land Use Project Manager

Network Building + Consulting

Authorized Representative for ExteNet Systems, Inc

pwhitley@nbcllc.com

443-752-0338

Site Name: PIT_Triangle_SC_19

Approximate Address: the Right-Of-Way at 472 Wood Street

Questions?
Existing Site Upgrade / Small Cell Installation


